
MARKET TRENDS 

High prices take toll on glass
The glass industry is experiencing price 

pressures and uncertainty regarding the 

availability of raw materials and energy: what 

effect will this have on glass processors’ 

valuations and profit margins?

DEAL IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Saint-Gobain moves on 
with latest strategy
The French construction company has 

developed a Grow & Impact strategic plan, 

which includes a recent deal with  

Estonia-based Barrus.

RECENT TRANSACTIONS 

Five deals in Q1 2022  
PE and PE-backed bidders have closed three of 

the transactions in the glass industry in Q1 2022, 

and deal activity looks set to remain high.

“Global trends are difficult to assess, but one 
thing is completely certain — both the glass 

industry and the production of insulated glass 
units have high potential. I have never seen 
windows get smaller; on the contrary, they 

always get bigger to accommodate customer 
preferences for natural light.”

MART ARRO
MANAGING DIRECTOR, SAINT-GOBAIN 
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Inflated raw material prices: the effect on the glass industry

The current inflationary surge is being felt by the majority of industries but it is especially harsh on 
energy-intensive industries such as glass manufacturing. Upward price pressures and uncertainty 
regarding the availability of commodities, raw materials, utilities and labor, as well as delivery 
and related costs are creating concern in the industry, and raise the question about what this will 
mean for glass manufacturing companies’ values and profit margins.

REASONS FOR UPWARD PRICE 
PRESSURE

To understand the upward pressure 
on glass prices, we need to look at 
the effects of three separate factors. 
The first is the volatility of raw material 
prices. The glass manufacturing industry 
is highly susceptible to the costs of 
soda ash and silica, and both have 
experienced unprecedented price 
increases in the last 12 months. Soda ash 
has seen a 51.6% increase since March 
2021, and an additional increase of 4% is 
projected for the coming year. Silica has 
seen a similar price spike, resulting in an 
overall increase in production price of 
more than 12.5%1. 

Secondly, the steep rise in energy prices 
has tripled and, in some cases, even 
quadrupled glass manufacturers' gas  
and energy bills in the last two years. 
Glass production is an energy-intensive 

process with power and fuel costs 
totaling approximately a third of 
overall expenses incurred by float 
glass companies. As a result, a sharp 
increase in gas prices is endangering 
the viability and competitiveness of 
European manufacturing operations. 
Some governments are taking action to 
support the glass industry, and the EU 
is launching initiatives like REPowerEU2 
to reduce Europe’s dependence 
on gas imports from Russia. This is 
especially crucial considering the 
negative impact of the war in Ukraine 
on Central and Eastern Europe gas 
delivery and supply chain security. 
However, despite these support efforts, 
the energy price increase cannot be 
completely covered by the subsidies 
provided by some governments3, and 
the effects of REPowerEU will only be 
seen in the long run, which means glass 
manufacturers have to face the current 
consequences of inflated energy prices. 

Last but not least, demand side 
fluctuations are highly volatile. The 
float glass segment depends largely 
on demand from the construction and 
automotive industries (50% and 38% of 
total segment revenue, respectively4). 
The construction sector has slowly 
recovered from the disruptions created 
by COVID-19, and increased housing 
construction is expected to drive 
market growth from 2022 to 2027 
at a CAGR of over 3%. However, the 
automotive sector’s demand for glass 
has decreased due to a prolonged 
semiconductor shortage. This has led to 
some companies actually closing plants 
that are focused on the windscreen and 
automotive businesses — for example, 
AGC intends to close two plants in 
Germany and Belgium5.

Market trends

1 https://www.mornglass.com/china-float-glass-price-trend-analysis-20212022.html
2 https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_1511
3 https://igsmag.com/press-releases/shadow-ministers-visit-british-glass-member-pilkington-amid-ongoing-energy-price-crisis/
4 https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/europe-flat-glass-market 
5 https://www.glass-international.com/news/agc-to-close-two-european-plants 

https://www.mornglass.com/china-float-glass-price-trend-analysis-20212022.html
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_1511
https://igsmag.com/press-releases/shadow-ministers-visit-british-glass-member-pilkington-amid-ongoin
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/europe-flat-glass-market
https://www.glass-international.com/news/agc-to-close-two-european-plants
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Market trends

Date Soda ash price $/T Natural gas $/MWh

Jan-20 240 12
Feb-20 238 10
Mar-20 243 8
Apr-20 223 7
May-20 198 6
Jun-20 196 8
Jul-20 201 7
Aug-20 254 13
Sep-20 283 15
Oct-20 289 16
Nov-20 245 18
Dec-20 209 23
Jan-21 210 23
Feb-21 238 19
Mar-21 272 21
Apr-21 273 27
May-21 272 30
Jun-21 292 40
Jul-21 331 48
Aug-21 358 58
Sep-21 482 114
Oct-21 553 76
Nov-21 523 108
Dec-21 420 82
Jan-22 339 99
Feb-22 408 114
Mar-22 405 120
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The rising cost of glass manufacturers’ raw materials 

Source: Trading Economics. Data as of March 2022

HOW DOES THIS PRICE PRESSURE 
AFFECT COMPANIES?

Glass manufacturers are trying to mitigate 
the effects of skyrocketing production 
and energy costs through both increased 
sale prices and cost-saving efforts. Some 
manufacturers have been able to cope 
with the higher costs and even increased 
their sales during the last quarter by 
double-digit percentage growth (e.g. NSG 
Group by 12%6), while others have been 
less successful and recorded a decline 
in sales volumes and profit margins (e.g. 
AGC Group7). Major glass manufacturers 
have raised the prices of glass products 
for construction: AGC increased the price 

of top-level double glazing by between 
10% and 20% from October 1, 2021, while 
NSG decided to raise prices by between 
15% and 35% at the same time, and 
Central Glass by between 10% and 40%8. 
As a result, it’s no surprise that float glass 
prices keep increasing in Europe and the 
rest of the world (see graph on page 4).

According to Oaklins' experience, 
companies who have not been focusing 
on offering the lowest prices are now 
able to push price increases through to 
their customers, as key value is added to 
their products through quality, customer 
service, lead times and other non-price 
aspects. Typically, such businesses have 

already been operating with higher 
gross and EBITDA margins than the 
competition, further allowing them to 
better amortize short-term price spikes. 
However, smaller and simpler processors 
with lower margins are under stress, 
and their future profitability potential is 
unclear.

6 https://www.usglassmag.com/2022/02/nsg-group-releases-financial-results-sees-recovery-and-revises-forecasts/
7 https://www.agc.com/en/company/agc_report/pdf/agc_report_en_2021.pdf
8 https://www.tellerreport.com/business/2021-09-12-architectural-glass-price-increases-in-succession-against-the-background-of-high-raw-material-prices.Hyx905y2Mt.html 

https://www.usglassmag.com/2022/02/nsg-group-releases-financial-results-sees-recovery-and-revises-fo
https://www.agc.com/en/company/agc_report/pdf/agc_report_en_2021.pdf
https://www.tellerreport.com/business/2021-09-12-architectural-glass-price-increases-in-succession-against-the-background-of-high-raw-material-prices.Hyx905y2Mt.html
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Market trends

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE BOTTOM 
LINE AND INVESTORS 

Companies that focus on operational 
excellence have the ability to 
renegotiate current long-term contracts 
with their customers or close new such 
contracts with flexible pricing conditions, 
and are capable of pushing through 
the price increase. As such, investors 
should not be worried about the 
significantly decreasing profit margins 
in the industry. Nevertheless, it is too 

early to forecast the long-term effects 
on prices and supply, and action should 
be taken by the EU, governments and 
glass companies themselves to respond 
to rising energy and raw material 
prices by diversifying supply sources. 
Until the situation stabilizes, this level 
of uncertainty will persist. However, 
those that are in a better bargaining 
position should be able to pass on price 
fluctuations to the customer. 

 

M&A activity in the sector 
remains high, and several 
landmark transactions have 
been closed in the last six 
months, with private equity not 
losing interest in buy-and-build 
strategies.  

Date China

Jan-20 223.2
Feb-20 224.8
Mar-20 217.0
Apr-20 186.8
May-20 195.3
Jun-20 205.5
Jul-20 218.6
Aug-20 239.5
Sep-20 271.3
Oct-20 266.6
Nov-20 275.1
Dec-20 296.1
Jan-21 304.6
Feb-21 293.0
Mar-21 308.5
Apr-21 317.8
May-21 356.5
Jun-21 399.1
Jul-21 406.1
Aug-21 492.9
Sep-21 488.3
Oct-21 426.3
Nov-21 341.0
Dec-21 334.8
Jan-22 316.2
Feb-22 379.8
Mar-22 347.2
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223.1

492.9

347.2

Float glass prices in China, US$/MT

Source: Oaklins analysis 
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In 2021, Saint-Gobain unveiled its  
Grow & Impact strategic plan and has 
since sold several Glassolutions units 
in Europe, including the one in Estonia. 
Can you tell us a bit more about  
Grow & Impact, and what it means for 
Saint-Gobain globally and its glass 
processing business?

The Grow & Impact strategy aims 
to leverage Saint-Gobain’s current 
favorable position in the market, and 
respond to both the move by different 
industries toward more sustainable 
construction and the global fight against 
climate change. Nevertheless, this 
strategy should also accommodate 
the increasing demand and changing 
requirements for living spaces, with the 
latter referring to aspects like access to 
natural light, modern heating and cooling 
solutions, and general comfort. The new 
strategy emphasized by Saint-Gobain 
aims to satisfy the higher expectations 
of customers while having a negligible 
impact on the surrounding environment. 
Locally, this means different ways of 
adjusting each Saint-Gobain business 
and unit, including divestment of 
selected Glassolution units. 

What future trends do you see for the 
glass business globally and in Europe?

Global trends are difficult to assess, but 
one thing is completely certain — both 
the glass industry and the production 
of insulated glass units have high 
potential. I have never seen windows 
get smaller; on the contrary, they always 
get bigger to accommodate customer 
preferences for natural light. Glass is an 
attractive and beautiful material, and its 
usage in construction will only continue 
to grow. 

How are those global trends applicable 
to the Baltics?

The housing stock in the Baltics is pretty 
outdated. This means that to achieve 
the target of going carbon neutral by 
2050, a large part of our current housing 
stock should be renovated, and part of 
this means replacing outdated windows 
with energy-efficient, triple-glazed 
glass windows. For glass manufacturers 
this means an increased amount of 
production, as windows require a larger 
volume of glass while the standards of 
transparency should still be kept very 
high, and at the same time several 
innovations created in the industry should 
reach customers. 

Recent raw material and energy price 
increases are impacting businesses 
globally. How does it reflect in Saint-
Gobain’s operations in the Baltics?

The story here is the same as 
everywhere else. We’re facing 
an increase in raw material costs, 
availability issues regarding the inputs 
necessary for manufacturing, a rise 
in energy prices, and a delivery cost 
surge. For us as a company, this means 
increased attention to our supply chains 
in order to always have the materials in 
the factories and finished goods in the 
warehouses to satisfy customer demand. 

How does this affect the price of glass?

Both 2021 and the beginning of 2022 
have been favorable for us. We were 
able to adjust our prices to take into 
account the increase in manufacturing 
expenses — there should be a 
balance between cost increase and 
price increase. To secure financial 

sustainability, a company needs to pass 
cost increases along. No one likes price 
increases but in the light of the current 
surge in raw material and energy prices, 
there are no other options. We work 
with suppliers and customers to find the 
best solution together, while providing 
customers with information about trends 
and possible price increases as early as 
possible. 

How would you describe working with 
Oaklins on the sale of Glassolutions 
Baltiklaas? 

I was very satisfied with this experience 
and, if needed, would approach Oaklins 
as a potential partner in the future. 
Oaklins’ team carried out the transaction 
professionally and guided us throughout 
the whole sales process, which was 
something new for me personally. With 
Oaklins, we were able to find enough 
bidders in order to negotiate the best 
deal for all involved. 

Interview
 MART ARRO
Managing Director, Saint-Gobain Construction Products, Baltics
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M&A activity
A selection of recent private transactions in the sector from September 2021 through April 2022 

Date Target Rationale Bidder Type Country

Apr-22

Saint-Gobain sold its Glassolutions units in  
Germany –Erfurt and Nordhessen – to Caleoglas 

and Glinicke groups, respectively. Both transactions 
are part of the ongoing strategy to optimize the 

Saint-Gobain Group’s portfolio.

PE 
Buy & Build

Mar-22

Livonia Partners-owned Klaasimeister has acquired 
Transparence, one of the largest glass processing 
companies in Latvia, producing tempered glass,  
IGUs and structural glazing, including shaded,  

heat-insulated, solar-reflective, fire-resistant and 
laminated glazing.

PE 
Buy & Build

Mar-22

UK-based glass specialist Dual Seal Glass Limited 
was acquired by AEQUITA, and joins two former 

Glassolutions business units that were rebranded as 
vandaglas in 2021 and have total sales of more than 

US$100m. 

PE  
Buy & Build

Feb-22
CRH plc, the listed building materials group, agreed 

to sell Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope, the US-based 
manufacturer of a wide variety of glass.

PE

Feb-22
Tout I'Intérêt du Vitrage (TIV), a producer of glass 

for building construction and insulating glazing, has 
been sold to its local counterpart Devglass.

Strategic

Jan-22
Saint-Gobain has sold its Glassolutions unit in 

Estonia – Baltiklaas – to Barrus, a manufacturer of 
glued timber components for windows and doors.

Strategic

Dec-21
Specialist toughened glass processor TuffX 

Processed Glass was sold to UK PE fund Alcuin  
Capital Partners. 

PE  
MBI

Dec-21
Lerobel, a producer of insulated, tempered 

laminated and safety glass and specialist in large-
scale projects, was acquired by Sprimoglass.

Strategic

Dec-21
LX Group signed a deal with local buyout firm 

Glenwood Private Equity and acquired Hankuk Glass, 
the oldest glassmaker in South Korea.

PE  
MBI

Dec-21
Saint-Gobain sold its Glassolutions unit in Denmark 
to Semcoglas, the German glass and glass products 

manufacturer.
Strategic

Nov-21

PE fund Oxy Capital acquired three glass 
processing entities in Portugal. Vidros Cerejo is 

the local leader in the transformation of flat glass, 
namely double glazing and tempered glass; Batalha 

Tempra provides glass heat treatment services.

PE  
Buy & Build

Nov-21

Isoclima, manufacturer of bulletproof glass and 
fabricated metal products, has acquired two 

companies in the US —  a manufacturer of security 
glass and glazing products, and a manufacturer of 

curved glass and flat glass laminates.

PE 
Buy & Build 

Sep-21
Martin Glas, a wholesale supplier of glass in  
the Netherlands and Belgium, was acquired  

by VE Partners.

PE 
Buy & Build 

Source: Mergermarket
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Selected listed players

Company Country
Market cap

(US$m)
Enterprise 

value (US$m) Revenues EBTIDA
EBITDA 
margin

EV/
Revenue

EV/ 
EBITDA

31,472 40,222 50,194 6,778 13.50% 0.82x 6.06x

14,575 14,911 1,371 474 34.57% 11.50x 36.00x

13,666 13,312 3,628 944 26.02% 3.66x 14.08x

9,744 10,562 3,905 1,740 44.56% 2.72x 6.10x

8,913 13,906 14,750 3,276 22.21% 0.98x 4.40x

5,619 5,272 2,348E 950 40.60% 2.70x 9.43x

3,418 4,187 4,597E 422 9.18% 0.80x 6.75x

3,418 782 815E 290 35.58% 1.30x 4.38x

2,658 3,048 2,314E 596 25.76% 1.50x 8.11x

2,556 32,347 2,024 657 32.46% 1.70x 5.23x

2,521 3,590 2,401 599 24.95% 1.74x 6.98x

1,815 1,909 1,202E 478 39.77% 1.88x 8.68x

1,272 1,707 978 101 10.33% 1.74x 16.92x

1,180 1,296 1,308E 130 9.94% 1.00x 23.43x

819 1,082 1,680E 140 8.33% 0.62x 6.45x

 Average 25.18% 2.31x 10.87x

 Median 25.76% 1.70x 6.98x

Selected flat and specialty glass industry players

Source: InFront Analytics
E Estimate
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Name Mar 20 Apr 20 May 20 Jun 20 Jul 20 Aug 20 Sep 20 Oct 20 Nov 20 Dec 20 Jan 21 Feb 21 Mar 21 Apr 21 May 21 Jun 21 Jul 21 Aug 21 Sep 21 Oct 21 Nov 21 Dec 21 Jan 22 Feb 22 Mar 22
Glass - Flat 
glass COMP 9,3 10,2 11,0 12,2 12,0 14,0 15,2 16,1 33,6 25,8 32,5 25,3 35,8 26,2 20,9 20,8 21,8 20,2 15,5 14,1 11,0 9,5 8,6 9,9 8,6

Glass - Flat 
glass NON-
CHINA

10,9 10,2 8,7 12,5 11,7 11,6 11,7 14,2 18,6 12,1 15,7 11,4 14,9 33,7 32,4 32,4 32,4 15,0 25,8 28,2 13,7 8,5 8,6 7,7 8,8

Glass - Flat 
glass CHINA 4,0 9,7 11,6 11,8 18,2 24,8 27,6 29,8 42,0 52,8 53,5 48,5 42,7 22,3 19,6 20,3 21,8 20,6 14,7 11,8 10,1 10,1 9,2 10,0 8,4

0.0
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40.0

50.0

60.0

Mar 20 May 20 Jul 20 Sep 20 Nov 20 Jan 21 Mar 21 May 21 Jul 21 Sep 21 Nov 21 Jan 22 Mar 22

Selected listed peers Selected listed peers outside of China and TaiwanSelected listed peers based in China and Taiwan

Name Mar 20 Apr 20 May 20 Jun 20 Jul 20 Aug 20 Sep 20 Oct 20 Nov 20 Dec 20 Jan 21 Feb 21 Mar 21 Apr 21 May 21 Jun 21 Jul 21 Aug 21 Sep 21 Oct 21 Nov 21 Dec 21 Jan 22 Feb 22 Mar 22
Glass - Flat 
glass COMP 1,2 1,6 1,2 1,3 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,8 1,8 1,8 1,8 1,7 1,4 1,5 1,6 2,0 2,2 1,8 1,5 1,5 1,8 1,3 1,7 1,5

Glass - Flat 
glass NON-
CHINA

0,6 0,8 0,6 0,7 0,6 0,7 0,7 0,7 0,8 0,9 0,9 1,0 0,9 0,9 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 0,9 0,9 0,9 1,1 0,9 1,0 0,8

Glass - Flat 
glass CHINA 1,6 2,3 2,0 2,0 3,0 3,7 3,4 3,6 3,6 2,4 2,4 2,5 3,5 3,0 2,9 2,9 3,2 5,1 3,0 2,7 2,7 2,9 2,7 2,7 2,7

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

Mar 20 May 20 Jul 20 Sep 20 Nov 20 Jan 21 Mar 21 May 21 Jul 21 Sep 21 Nov 21 Jan 22 Mar 22

Selected listed peers Selected listed peers outside of China and TaiwanSelected listed peers based in China and Taiwan

Name Mar 20 Apr 20 May 20 Jun 20 Jul 20 Aug 20 Sep 20 Oct 20 Nov 20 Dec 20 Jan 21 Feb 21 Mar 21 Apr 21 May 21 Jun 21 Jul 21 Aug 21 Sep 21 Oct 21 Nov 21 Dec 21 Jan 22 Feb 22 Mar 22
Glass - Flat 
glass COMP 7,0 7,2 7,1 7,5 7,8 7,7 7,6 8,8 11,3 11,3 9,5 11,4 9,3 8,6 8,7 9,2 12,1 11,6 9,7 8,8 7,5 7,9 7,3 10,1 6,6

Glass - Flat 
glass NON-
CHINA

5,6 5,9 5,4 5,3 5,3 6,3 6,5 6,6 7,6 6,9 7,5 7,6 7,2 7,2 7,6 7,8 8,2 7,7 7,6 7,7 6,5 7,5 6,9 12,1 6,8

Glass - Flat 
glass CHINA 9,4 9,1 8,0 9,9 10,6 11,3 17,2 13,6 13,9 12,9 12,5 14,8 17,0 14,3 14,4 15,9 14,2 17,0 10,0 11,4 9,8 9,4 8,6 8,7 6,2

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

Mar 20 May 20 Jul 20 Sep 20 Nov 20 Jan 21 Mar 21 May 21 Jul 21 Sep 21 Nov 21 Jan 22 Mar 22

Selected listed peers Selected listed peers outside of China and TaiwanSelected listed peers based in China and Taiwan

Valuation trends

Price/Earnings (last 24 months)

After a highly volatile period at the end of 2020 and beginning of 2021, glass company valuations have stabilized during the last 
two quarters. Valuations of China-based companies have converged to the same level as other competitors, with only EV/Sales 
multiples being constantly higher for China-based companies.

EV/Sales (last 24 months)

EV/EBITDA (last 24 months)

Source: InFront Analytics 

Valuation data is as of 1 April 2022
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OAKLINS OFFERS A 
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE  
OF SERVICES  

 ― M&A advisory (buy- and sell-side)

 ― Growth equity and equity capital 
markets advisory

 ― Debt advisory

 ― Corporate finance services 

Glass processing & finishing is 
one of our focus areas. Combining 
comprehensive sector knowledge 
with global execution has led 
Oaklins to become one of the 
most experienced M&A advisors 
in the glass processing & finishing 
sector, with a large network of 
relevant market players worldwide. 
This results in the best possible 
merger, acquisition and divestment 
opportunities for glass processing & 
finishing companies.

If mergers, acquisitions or divestitures 
of businesses or business units 
are part of your strategy, we would 
welcome the opportunity to exchange 
ideas with you. 

Deep local roots,  
global commitment
Oaklins brings you opportunities from across the world and  

we meet you with our expertise wherever you are

About Oakl ins

  VALĒRIJA LIEĢE

Partner
Riga, Latvia
T: +371 29 178 061

Valērija leads Oaklins’ glass processing & finishing team, and is a 
partner at Oaklins Baltics in Riga. As part of her sector focus, Valērija 
continuously follows developments, attends the major events and 
maintains regular contact with the key players in the industry. She 
advised former owner NCH Capital and the management team on a 
management buy-out of Groglass, the world's leading producer of 
anti-reflective glass using proprietary vacuum coating technology.

United by a strong belief that we can achieve the extraordinary. Oaklins is a 

global team of 850+ financial advisory professionals in 45 countries providing 

M&A, growth equity, ECM, debt advisory and corporate finance services to 

support entrepreneurs, corporates and investors in reaching their goals.

mailto:v.liege%40lv.oaklins.com%0D?subject=
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Oaklins disclaimer

This report is provided for information purposes only. Oaklins and its member firms make no guarantee, representation or 
warranty of any kind regarding the timeliness, accuracy or completeness of its content. This report is not intended to convey 
investment advice or solicit investments of any kind whatsoever. No investment decisions should be taken based on the contents 
and views expressed herein. Oaklins and its member firms shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who 
relies on this publication.

© 2022 Oaklins. All rights reserved. 

Oaklins is the collective trade name of independent member firms affiliated with Oaklins International Inc.  
For details of the nature of affiliation please refer to www.oaklins.com/legal.

http://www.oaklins.com/legal

